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ABSTRACT 
This thesis paper examines the work included in my Master of Fine Arts thesis exhibition 
entitled Irrational Aggregates. The goal of this work is to facilitate a dialogue between our 
natural environment and the excessive consumer-based environments in which we live. 
Combining a variety of ceramic techniques including hand building, wheel throwing, and casting 
these sculptures appear to be grown from, and even taken over by nature itself. 
Often drawing inspiration from my personal narrative, that of consistent upheaval, 
relocation, and adjustment to new places, my work can appear both grounded and in a state of 
motion. I believe that the objects we surround ourselves with, both natural and human made, 
have a history, a life, and a language. By gathering discarded personal effects and sculpting new 
aggregate forms which deliberately consider nature at the tangible level, I am bringing to mind 
the epoch-shift of our consumer based society and the versatile potential of the materials we 
surround ourselves with. 
Influenced by invasive, adaptive, and resilient plants and organisms, the sculptures are 
metaphorical creatures for the excessive domestic environments we construct and take with us 
wherever we call home. To create a sense of stability and belonging through the collection and 
consumption of personal effects, we close ourselves off to the natural world by bringing a little 
more of the inorganic consumer-saturated world inside. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A natural environment is becoming extremely difficult to find in the ever-growing 
consumer-based society in which we live. Influences from the media, the web, and from 
manufacturers of the next biggest commodity are constantly streaming into the minds of people 
at a rate as fast as the click of a button or swipe of a finger. Growing up at the turn of the century 
when society began the major shift from the tactile to the digital, and from limited to limitless, 
the way I see and approach consumer products seems to me considerably different from that of 
both the older and now younger generation1. Growing up I was encouraged to go outside and be 
active in my own environment by exploring my surroundings and simply getting in touch with 
my natural world (Figure 1). Today that world is no longer as natural as it used it be, and is 
becoming ever more manicured and developed, rather than grown and cultivated in residential 
communities. Woodland areas are being paved over and replaced with genetically-enhanced 
manufactured environments that stay green year-round and only grow when they are told. 
Figure 1, Providence Canyon State Outdoor Recreation, Lumpkin, Georgia. 
1 Kiger, Patrick J. 
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 It’s this unique intersection of the natural environment and the domesticated that I 
explore through my work. In order to facilitate a dialogue between the natural and the consumer-
based environments in which we live, I create mixed-media ceramic sculptures. These 
sculptures, which I imagine to have metaphorically grown from their surroundings, suspend and 
amplify our relationship with the consumer-based materials we consciously and unconsciously 
display within our homes as a way of creating a sense of domesticity and belonging. Often 
drawing inspiration from my personal narrative, one of consistent upheaval, relocation, and 
adjustment to new places, my work can appear both grounded and in a state of motion. I believe 
that the objects we surround ourselves with, both natural and human made, have a history, a life, 
and a language. By gathering discarded objects and sculpting new aggregate forms that 
deliberately and deliberatively consider nature at the tangible level, I am bringing to mind the 
epoch-shift of our consumer based society and the versatile potential of the materials we 
surround ourselves with. 
 While I use a range of materials and processes in each project, my methodology and ideas 
are consistent throughout my body of work. Although the sculptures may not always appear 
similar in form, they are linked by recurring formal concerns and consistent subject matter. The 
subject matter of each body of work centers around the adaptations of nature within our ever-
changing urban and suburban environments, as well as varying aspects of domesticity, like 
collection, framing, and display. These residential areas, some more metropolitan than others 
have varying degrees of manufactured environments placed within them. Urban settings being 
more developed than suburban, and rural ones. Regardless however, the sculptures collect, 
frame, and display materials found within a domesticated environmental setting. 
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 The local Georgian Earthenware clay used to create the sculptures is selectively 
embellished with brightly pigmented commercial and handmade glazes to create various tactile 
surfaces which result in an organic homegrown, yet human-made appearance. Combining a 
variety of techniques, the sculptures appear to be taken over by nature and are often encrusted 
with flora and fauna imagery and objects. Multiple techniques are used during the creation 
process such as wheel throwing and casting but overall the work has a strong hand-built quality. 
Recognizable objects such as plates, figurines, and knick-knacks play a symbolic role in 
generating a dialogue within the work—that of nature adapting and consuming our personal 
environment and of we as humans consuming our personal environments within nature. 
Excessive attention to detail and a strong sensitivity to the works surface allows me to transform 
clay into sculptures that have metaphorically grown from my physical environment. 
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PROCESS AND MATERIALS 
Deeply ingrained in the process of production, Irrational Aggregates is a labor-intensive 
and process-driven body of work. Many of the pieces go through multiple kiln firings to produce 
the visually appealing and texturally sensational colors and surfaces seen in the exhibition. I use 
clay as my medium of choice because, like nature it possesses innate, adaptive qualities. Clay 
embodies the notion of adaptability, and can be transformed easily through physical 
manipulation similar to how I am able to transform my own personal environment. Throughout 
history clay has served many purposes, from aiding in survival to being used in modern day 
cosmetics2. It is a material that has been brought into people’s homes for centuries and one that I 
feel has the strongest relationship to the domestic sphere in terms of its materiality and purpose. 
Prior to making the work seen in Irrational Aggregates, two bodies of work led to its 
fruition, namely the Materials series and the Space series. Early on, the methods for creating my 
sculptures were purely based on employing the form as a means to investigate and research 
techniques behind ceramic processes—such as clay body formulas, slip-casting recipes, and 
chemical glaze combinations (all of which can be found in the appendix section). That being 
said, my early bodies of work lacked the formal qualities necessary for a visually interesting 
sculptural form. 
                                               
2 Rytwo, Giora 
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Figure 2, Courtney Ryan, Slumped, Materials Series, 2015, Ceramic, 10.5” x 11” x 13.5” 
One such piece is Slumped from the Materials series, a referentially creature-like form 
that is slumped over, bound, and drooping with wrinkles (Figure 2). Originally made from sheer 
organza fabric and twine, the piece was created by draping fabric soaked in clay slip over a 
cardboard form, and then bound with clay-soaked twine to keep it all in place as the clay dried. 
This piece heavily influenced my later material choices, specifically the clay formula, which has 
evolved in my studio over the years. This formula allows the intricate details of the organic and 
inorganic materials I find in my personal environment to be replicated meticulously by hand in 
the clay body. 
I often use a clay body primarily composed of Lizella Clay, which is mined in Lizella, 
Georgia, located on the Fall Line. The Fall Line spans across the state separating the Piedmont 
Region from the Coastal Plains, and encompasses three major cities including my hometown in 
Columbus, Georgia as well as areas such as the Providence Canyon State Park (Figure 1). This 
clay, which developed over centuries of sediment deposits and compaction during the Mesozoic 
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era (65 million years ago), formed the bed of the ancient shoreline of the Atlantic Ocean3. The 
change in elevation in this area—from North Georgia where the ground is hard compacted clay 
and rock to South Georgia where the ground is silt and sand—causes the Lizella clay to be a 
perfect mixture of both clay and sand particles. This creates a clay body full of natural fluxes, 
stabilizers, and plasticizers which can be fired and glazed as is, without additional alterations 
aside from adding water. The Lizella has a high iron content, which gives it a distinct Georgia-
red/brown color that Middle Georgia is known for. Although I did not leave much of the raw 
clay surface exposed throughout the Material series, I made sure to include the Lizella name in 
all my works descriptions since it is an important part of the works integrity. 
When viewers experience my work, I hope they will take into account where the clay 
came from and perhaps relate to the history behind it. The darker clay body is more difficult to 
work with in terms of glazing, compared to lighter clays such as beige stoneware or white 
porcelain, but I wanted to use a clay body that was an interregnal part of my upbringing. These 
personal associations are not shared directly with the audience, but they do provide my internal 
reasoning for using a darker clay. 
Shortly after completing the Materials series I moved on to the series entitled Space. I 
decided that the works made in the Materials series, although great solutions for my clay body 
formula and glaze research, lacked overall maturity and visual interest. The pieces where basic in 
form, typically slab built or wheel thrown, with little external ornamentation. Bound for instance 
remained cylindrical in its overall form with a hollow, inaccessible interior (Figure 3). 
                                               
3 “Geographic Regions of Georgia: Fall Line.” 
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Figure 3, Courtney Ryan, Bound, Space Series, 2016, Ceramic, 13” x 11.5” x 21” 
Figure 4, Courtney Ryan, Color, Space Series, 2016, Ceramic, 13” x 13.5” x 27” 
In these works, I was less conscious of the compositions and their theoretical context, and 
more interested in the subtle changes I could do to a glaze formula, thus altering the surface’s 
color and texture. The unforeseen colors and textures inspired from various glaze books4 and 
recipe experimentations5 that I produced in the kiln as seen in Color (Figure 4) fascinated me—
something that still plays a major role in my current work seen in this exhibition. I have since 
limited my color palette like many contemporary ceramicists6 and applied color selectively, 
                                               
4 Bloomfield, Linda, and Henry Bloomfield. 
5 Taylor, Brian, and Kate Doody. 
6 Morrill, Rebecca, and Louisa Elderton. 
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much more like a painter, as compared to the way I applied color in the past by means of 
pouring, spraying, and dunking the sculptures with stains and glazes. 
Space began to explore the various meanings behind placing sculptures composed of clay 
and domestic items found within the home, such as plates, porcelain figurines, animal motifs and 
lace, into vitrine-like settings meant for display. I think of the domestic environment similarly to 
how it is loosely described in Guy Debord’s Society of the Spectacle, as being a place where 
collections of consumer products are placed on shelving, tables, and stands for personal viewing 
pleasure as well as a means of showcasing personal tastes towards others7. In order to investigate 
the sculptures relationship to the domestic environment, I began showing these works on wall-
mounted shelves, tall tables, and on surfaces beyond the traditional pedestal. 
 
Figure 5, Haim Steinbach, Untitled, gate, Bento boxes, dish, wrappers, dragon container, 2014 
 
Artist Haim Steinbach, who is known for using preexistent commercial objects and 
placing them on fabricated shelves alongside other objects—some hand-made, some found, and 
                                               
7 Debord, Guy. 
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some borrowed (Figure 5)—influenced my transition from the simple ceramic mold to the more 
hand-sculpted work seen in Irrational Aggregates8. Working with preexistent ceramic plaster 
molds forced me to consider more closely the cast forms, discarded items, and materials I was 
using much similar to how Steinbach considers his materials for display. The sculptures in Space 
were based largely from slip-cast molds that I would then alter by hand, building on top of them 
through both additive and subtractive methods (Figure 6) but they remained primarily true to 
their original premanufactured cast-form. 
   
Figure 6, Courtney Ryan, Owl in Veil, 2016, Ceramic, 9” x 10” x 16.5” 
Figure 7, Courtney Ryan, Gallery Installation of MFA Candidacy Review Exhibition, 
Contemporary Gallery, Georgia Southern University, November 2016 
                                               
8 Frances Loeffler. 
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The dialogue that developed around my work when I was using the ceramic-molds as the 
base form of my sculptures was not the direction I wanted to take my work in. Although formal 
needs regarding the use of the plaster molds were resolved—such as overall unity, scale, and 
balance—I still needed development in terms of the content, context, and meaning behind the 
work. This led me to begin looking beyond the work individually, and to start looking at the 
bigger picture in terms of how my work interacted with the space it was in, the interactions with 
other pieces in a grouping, and with the additional materials being incorporated (Figure 7). I 
started to think of the work as a whole environment instead of pieces individually placed in a 
space.  
Artist, critic, and theorist Brian O’Doherty’s writings about the ideal gallery space, and 
its relationship to the art placed inside of it, highly influenced the display methods used in 
Irrational Aggregates9. I never thought of the ‘vitrine setting’ O’Doherty discusses as an actual 
glass vitrine, but instead as a space in which art was placed in a specific manner and then 
examined and investigated. To quote O’Doherty from his essay Inside the White Cube: The 
Ideology of the Gallery Space10, 
the ideal gallery subtracts from the artwork all cues that interfere with the fact that it is 
‘art’. The [art]work is isolated from everything that would detract from its own 
evaluation of itself. This gives the space a presence possessed by other spaces where 
conventions are preserved through repetition of a closed system of values…things 
become art in a space where powerful ideas about art focus on them. (14) 
                                               
9 O’Doherty, Brian. 
10 Ibid. 
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These ideas surrounding the work allowed me to begin investigating the meaning behind how I 
displayed my work to the viewer, using the concept of the ‘vitrine’ that could in essence function 
beyond itself as a potential window, surface, or frame, depending on the viewer’s discretion and 
presuppositions. I displayed these works in an unusual and unexpected manner through means 
such as stacking one on top of another, mounting the work to the wall, or mounting the work to a 
pedestal side. This display was considered experimental at the time due to the delicate nature of 
my ceramic work. Most of the pieces in the Space series carried me through the Master of Fine 
Arts Candidacy Review, which was the turning point towards the work seen in this exhibition. 
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METHODS 
Due to the high demand in today’s society to recycle discarded consumer by products 
such as cardboard and direct shipping waste, I too try to recycle my ceramic work11. After the 
preciousness of the sculpture dies down in my mind due to the eventual loss of sentimentality 
towards personal effects, I demolish the work and move on to newer projects. The sculptures 
from Materials and Space were almost all destroyed and repurposed into small fragmented 
pieces to not only make physical room in the studio but for their use in the Irrational Aggregates 
collection. The sculptures in Irrational Aggregates are partially composed of new hand-made 
clay forms and found materials, but also from the pieces and parts of the numerous sculptures 
that came before them. By incorporating bits of fragmented older work into the new work, as a 
hypothetical means of self-consumption, the content and concepts of the work continuously 
evolve in the studio. Reclaimed materials discarded by people, or scavenged items from thrift 
markets provide the basis for the supplemental materials used in each piece—such as plates, 
figurines, tea cups, trinkets, and so on. Similar to how Haim Steinbach’s sculptures prompt 
conversations regarding consumer tendencies and object relationships, the sculptures in 
Irrational Aggregates allow for a dialogue to grow between consumer-domesticated materials 
and the natural world12. 
                                               
11 Sottile, Chiara A, and Jo Ling Kent. 
12 Celant, Germano. 
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Figure 8, Courtney Ryan, Oak Owl Darker, 2016, Ceramic, 9” x 10” x 17” 
Figure 9, Courtney Ryan, Homegrown Pathos, 2017, Ceramic 34” x 37” x 39.5” 
In making the work in Irrational Aggregates, the first piece of the series is Oak Owl 
Darker (Figure 8). Technically a rollover piece from my earlier series Space, Oak Owl Darker 
has been through numerous firings and glazing sessions across a wide temperature range, to 
include lusters and decals. This sculpture has been sand blasted, ball-milled, tumbled, hammered 
and thrown away at least once or twice. More than anything I used this piece almost as a living 
test subject for the work going on around it throughout the studio. This piece has a history, 
layers, and layers of time and attention put into it—which is why it is one of the more developed 
works in the exhibition, in terms of its history with not only me, but with its surrounding 
environment. 
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As a way of making my work more visually appealing to the viewer at first glance I 
began incorporating clay embellishments through an extrusion process to replicate the organic 
textures found in nature. By extruding heavily viscous clay through cake-icing decorating tips 
and tools, finishing touches such as realistic leaves, flowers, tendrils and spines could be added 
to the work with ease. The desire to touch and visually consume the work seen in Irrational 
Aggregates, such as the largest piece in the show, Homegrown Pathos (Figure 9) is a humanistic 
response which I deliberately incorporated into the work. The alluring textures created on the 
surfaces draw the viewer in and invite them to explore the many facets while finding unexpected 
manufactured objects such as baby blocks and miniature toy bears made from clay. 
The next prominent feature seen throughout the sculptures are the protruding ‘legs’ that 
sprout from the pieces in clusters, often glazed in contrasting colors form the rest of the 
surrounding surface. Inspired from the legs of a centipede or the sprawling filaments of sporing 
fungus growing on decomposing organic matter, these legs can be seen in a variety of scales 
throughout the exhibition. I imagine they are the ‘literal collectors’ of the sculpture similar to a 
hermit crab, incorporating materials found around themselves into the work by animating various 
areas on each piece. The legs or tendrils appear alive, as though they could crawl away, grab, or 
recoil inward at any second despite their hard-ceramic shell. These legs provide an entirely 
different, enlivening quality to the sculptures beyond the flowing organic textures (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10, Courtney Ryan, Terra Firma Collective #3, 2017, Ceramic, 14” x 10” 14” 
Different types of display methods were also developed throughout the Materials and 
Space which shaped the unique displays in Irrational Aggregates. In the past, a standard white 
gallery-style pedestal was used to display the work however, for my first solo show at Columbus 
State University in Columbus Georgia, titled Domestic Consumption, I exhibited the ceramic 
sculptures on raw, hand-cut Laurel Oak logs and shelving (Figure 11). I knew that I did not want 
to use plain white pedestals because I was interested in creating an entire ‘environment’ instead 
of simply a display of work. The logs spoke to the consumer nature of raw materials, in this case 
the lumber I harvested and processes myself. The large unrefined logs and shelving are squared 
off with live edges and are washed, sanded, cut, oiled, and polished for the exhibition. The 
21 
Domestic Consumption environment was as much an artwork as were the individual ceramic 
pieces it encompassed. This environmental thinking highly influenced the exhibition display of 
Irrational Aggregates which also has handmade stands, unique shelving, and low pedestals. 
Figure 11, Courtney Ryan, Gallery Installation Image from Domestic Consumption, 2017, 
Ceramic and logs 
Instead of purchasing prefabricated materials, the Oak planks, wood shelving, and 
hardware for my displays were all locally sourced. The Oak, Laurel Oak, and White Long-leaf 
Pine were all grown and harvested from land in and around Statesboro, Georgia. Some of the 
lumber I received was already milled into rough boards, while others I hand cut and refined 
from large raw logs for use in the exhibition.  I wanted to incorporate my personal environment 
into the gallery setting, not only through the ceramic sculptures but in the stands and display 
methods as well. 
22 
The concept of ‘display’ plays an important role in understanding the idea of consumption, a 
concept that is related not only to consumer products but also more frequently food. It has to 
look good for the desire to eat it. Therefore, taking the time and effort to make my own display 
shelves and stands, as well as addressing the surfaces of my sculptures with textures from 
extruded cake-icing tips and tools brings the develop of the work full circle in cultivating desire 
and consumerism on multiple levels. 
Throughout the work seen in Irrational Aggregates, process and production have been 
integral aspects in its overall development. I take great interest in researching the processes 
behind the development of color, texture, surface, and chemical compatibility of the glazes that I 
have used throughout my sculptures, as well as the various clay bodies I have developed 
throughout my three years in graduate school. The development of my ideas has evolved through 
repetitive creation and destruction of countless sculptures, which has led to the work seen in 
Irrational Aggregates. 
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RESOURCES AND REFERENCES 
 In my opinion, our relationship to consumer goods has significantly shifted in the last 
thirty or so years. Coming from a low-income, middle-class family and growing up in the early 
nineties, I saw the transition of goods and services go from limited to what I like to call limitless, 
in what feels like an extremely face-paced and haphazard manner. Looking to the recent past for 
a brief moment, there once was a time when wardrobes were smaller, a home only had one 
television, and if something became broken, it was repaired. I remember as a child having only a 
television in the living room and having to watch when and what my parents were watching. I 
recall having designated school clothes, which I could not wear for outdoor-play because of their 
cost and limited availability. I also remember the first time my family purchased a desk top box-
computer, and that the internet used to be dial up wired to the wall. 
 All of these things helped to create a sense of awareness and respect for the objects that 
came in and out of my life because I grew up knowing what it was like to want and not have, or 
have and only have that one. Today however, I feel that this mentality has shifted, which has 
caused a global boom in the production and purchasing of commercial commodities to grow to 
an all-time high13. With a simple tap of a thumb, people can have all types of products delivered 
directly to their door within two days shipping time complete with a smile logo with a design 
featuring “A to Z online availability”, guaranteed14. These products from suppliers such as 
Amazon, packaged in paper, plastic, cardboard, and other premium landfill materials which a 
few years ago were not as readily available compared to the waste generated by big-box stores15. 
Instead of warehouse style palette-packaging destine for a stores shelves, products are 
                                               
13 Kiger, Patrick J. 
14 “About A-to-z Guarantee.” 
15 Sottile, Chiara A, and Jo Ling Kent. 
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individually wrapped and shipped directly to consumer’s homes adding an additional layer of 
waste16. Large expanses of natural resources are harvested and processed faster than they can be 
replanted or potentially recycled, causing undesirable habits to develop regarding the way people 
think about how they bring objects into their homes. NBC's Jo Ling Kent interviewed spokesman 
Robert Reed from San Francisco's recycling hauler, Recology on the consequences of online 
shopping and how the new trend has affected recycling facilities. Reed said the waste generated 
by people "used to be grayish, like the color of newspapers and magazines. And now it's more 
brown or cardboard in color, from all these boxes. People are ordering a lot more things online, 
and they arrive in small- and medium-sized cardboard boxes.”17 
 
Figure 12, Courtney Ryan, Terra Firma Collective #5, 2017, Ceramic, 8” x 6” x 14.5” 
                                               
16 Sottile, Chiara A, and Jo Ling Kent. 
17 Ibid. 
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 Irrational Aggregates is a collection of ceramic sculptures that are displayed on 
unconventional pedestals, shelving, and stands. These works are imaginative creatures from 
nature that have adapted and grown from their local human-inhabited environments, as a way of 
reclaiming the excessive commercial products and materials around them (Figure 12). In making 
these sculptures, as a slight way of circumventing the ‘commercial culture of today’ as 
mentioned in the Hyperallergic article An Illustrated Guide to Guy Debord’s ‘The Society of the 
Spectacle, I do not purchase many new materials from manufacturers, and instead scavenge the 
local area for materials to incorporate in my work18. The sculptures seen in Irrational Aggregates 
are my way of dealing with the ‘excesses’ of my own life through the act of making. These 
sculptural creatures metaphorically repurpose the excess around them, while maintaining the 
ingrained history and stories of the objects they encompass. The natural flora and fauna imagery 
that overtakes the works brings new life to the once discarded materials I collect from thrift 
stores, yard sales, junk shops, and friends and family. It is through the process of collecting and 
repurposing these domestic materials that I create my own sense of domesticity and belonging. 
For example, adding a personal photo or incorporating a potted plant into a workspace can make 
one’s environment feel more welcoming. 
Much of my life has revolved around moving from one place to the next, with brief spans 
of time staying put in one location longer than others. To make up for the lack of stability in my 
own environment, I turned to the universal world of objects. Germano Celant’s writes in his 
essay Haim Steinbach: Object and Display, that objects occupy “a landscape where design, both 
conceptual and visual, shapes physical things19. For me, the physical things I possessed shaped 
                                               
18 Morgan, Tiernan, and Lauren Purje. 
19 Celant, Germano. 
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the small world around me, much like the first few pieces in Irrational Aggregates—  
Overgrowth, Inhabitants, and Oak Owl Darker—which I consider the major transition pieces 
from the Materials and Space series. These three works were the primary influences all the 
remaining works seen in the exhibition (Figure 13 and Figure 14). 
 
Figure 13, Courtney Ryan, Overgrowth, 2017, Ceramic, 14.5” x 15” x 19” 
 
Figure 14, Courtney Ryan, Inhabitants, 2017, Ceramic, 6.5” x 7” x 7.5” each 
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These three works in particular incorporate materials that are slightly different from their 
other counterparts in the exhibition. Visually, these pieces all have excessive attention to detail 
and a strong attention to surface color, texture and form, but they also have a majority of only 
white functional ceramic-ware known as ‘fine china’ which I have broken into small shards to 
use as the source of the found materials incorporated into their compositional makeup. Oak Owl 
Darker, which was previously mentioned (Figure 8) (Overgrowth and Inhabitants will be away 
for the duration of the thesis exhibition at the Delaware Contemporary museum in the 2018 MFA 
Biennale: Domestic) is technically a rollover piece from my earlier series Space, although it has 
since been transformed through repetitive glazing and firings similar to the other sculptures in 
Irrational Aggregates. The white ‘fine china’ that these pieces possess is largely unrefined in 
terms of glazing. The broken shards are inserted into the clay body of the work directly, thus 
standing in metaphorically for natural fungi and lichen that might be clinging to the surface of a 
rotting log or branch. These works also incorporate broken tea cups, with their recognizable, 
delicate handles still visible, and lined with a gold luster rim to highlight the forms. 
In looking at these pieces, I was thinking about Haim Steinbach’s strategy regarding his 
exploration of objects. Celant, who coined the term Arte Povera, or poor art, in 1967, writes that 
Steinbach’s strategy is “based on the collective and shared exchange of things, traditional or 
popular, whose relationship within a group tends to reveal cultural functions and manners of 
human expression, belief, and tastes.”20 Using objects for art—not in the way Duchamp’s ready-
mades functioned as statements on the current art movement—but to open a dialogue that 
Steinbach called anthropological ‘portraits’ is a concept I greatly relate to in my creature-like 
                                               
20 Celant, Germano. 
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sculptures.21 The objects found in a regular social setting which are gathered, collected, shared, 
and displayed within a person’s home can provide an idea about that individuals personal tastes. 
For myself, the untouched white china saucers and teacups I was inserting into the sculptures, 
have always been a psychological and cognitive expression of my own way of inserting objects 
into my life—as a means of creating a sense of domesticity and belonging (Figure 15). 
 
Figure 15, Courtney Ryan, Peripheral Logs #1, #2, #3, #4, 2017, Ceramic, 25.5” x 6” x 8” 
After listening to art historian, curator, and critic David Joselit’s essay How to Make the 
Many, which had a follow up Q&A session between himself and Haim Steinbach regarding 
Steinbach’s exhibition once again the world is flat, there were a number of thoughts regarding a 
person’s relationships to objects that resonated with me in my work22. Steinbach discusses how 
                                               
21 Ibid. 
22 Joselit, David. 
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the viewer decides and determines why they need the objects they bring into their lives. He 
states: 
At some point objects become personal to [us]. Because of what? If you want it, it has 
already become personal. You display [something] to show the goods, [which in turn] 
displays yourself. Kitsch is something you don’t have, someone else does. Ideas 
germinate, causing a multiplicity of images [to flood the mind]. The shift in context 
[happens] when the object showed up23. 
I collect the plates, teacups, and other knickknacks for my work because I believe in the 
materials and objects history, story, and life. Unlike Steinbach who displays objects as a means 
of creating an understandable sign or digestible image, I do not see the materials I incorporate 
into my work as the end of all representation and display. Throughout Irrational Aggregates, the 
addition of the broken pottery shards and other found materials into my work is my own way of 
salvaging the forgotten and giving the objects a new sense of purpose. 
 
Figure 16, Courtney Ryan, Jawline and Blue Bear in Teacup, 2017, Ceramic, 6.5” x 7” x 7.5” 
                                               
23 Joselit, David. 
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In nearly all of my work, for instance Jawline and Blue Bear in Teacup, I realize there is 
no way to completely cut myself out of consumer culture; hence I am aware that I am buying 
into what Guy Debord called the ‘society of the spectacle’ in the late sixties (Figure 16)24. The 
earliest desires in a human are a need, or a want for something, which over millenniums has 
translated from the basics of food, shelter, and kinship—to food, shelter, likes, and 
commodities25. As an influenced consumer and an artist, I have a natural urge to want and collect 
items of interest around me, but I also am aware of my impact on my surrounding environment. 
It may sound contradictory as an artist to make more ‘objects’ to then open a dialogue about the 
intersection of the natural world and the excessively manufactured, but I feel that my sculptures 
warrant the discussion. Since my sculptures are considerations of consumerism, environment, 
and display they are meant to shed new light on the otherwise overlooked materials. To curb the 
spectacle and the ideal gallery space, I make a conscious effort to acknowledge why and how I 
am acquiring the excess goods and services I both want and need. In that way, my sculptures are 
a response to not only my own excess, but to what our consumer environments could become if 
the excess waste humans put into their natural surroundings became alive or self-aware, and 
began growing and adapting to the objects it found around itself. However, the works are after all 
ceramic entities, fired of a permanent nature and ultimately meant to be consumed visually and 
commercially by the viewing audience. 
The Terra Firm Collective (Figure 17), which encompasses a grouping of six salt-fired 
sculptures in the exhibition, appear to be hyper-evolved in their organic figures and forms. No 
longer composed of clay pierced with large recognizable shards of broken china and pottery, 
                                               
24 Debord, Guy. 
25 O'Connor, Maureen. 
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these works contain smaller, refined fine china fragments and other materials. To give a 
contrasting texture and muted color palette against other brightly colored works in the exhibition, 
I choose to leave these works in their raw state, exposing the clay body to the chemically reactive 
atmosphere of the salt kiln. Some of these pieces also reside close to, or on the floor of the 
exhibition space, invading the viewers’ personal space and closing the gap on the separation 
between the display and the displayed within the gallery setting. 
 
Figure 17, Courtney Ryan, Terra Firma Collective, 2017, Ceramic, Various sizes below 2.5’ tall 
In his book The Truth in Painting, Jacques Derrida critiques Immanuel Kant’s Critique of 
Judgement and his thoughts on beauty in the excerpt Analytic of the Beautiful26. In questioning 
Kant’s notion of the universal value of beauty, Derrida references the edges, ends, and 
essentially the frames that surround paintings27. The intersection of difference between the art 
and the space around it is put into question when discussing the frame itself when applying 
                                               
26 Kant, Immanuel and Nicholas Walker. 
27 Derrida, Jacques. 
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Derrida’s concept of the Parergon, which relates the frame to a painting or any work of art for 
that matter. Derrida discusses the parergon as coming “against, beside, and in addition to the 
ergon, the work done, but it does not fall to one side, it touches and cooperates within the 
operation, from a certain outside.”28 For me, the frame in a sculptural sense is not just the 
pedestal or the display method for the three-dimensional work, but the physical spaces the work 
occupies. This illusionist space generated by the so-called vitrine setting I have established 
within Irrational Aggregates is discontinuous, having intervals or gaps, and having no 
suggestion that the space within the space is continuous with the space outside it; there is clear 
separation between them. 
Similar to the tradition of the Wunderkammer, which asserted that “the world exists to be 
containable in one room or cabinet,” a painting once placed on the wall penetrates deep space, 
creating a “portable window”29. In sculpture, the lack of a frame so to speak allows the object in 
question to contain innumerable viewing points, and similarity just as deep of a “so-called space” 
as a painting. The gallery space is an idea, similar to how a frame is for a painting, a vitrine is for 
a pedestal, and how the building is for the gallery. When space becomes a concept, it surrounds 
the art as an afterthought. For example, good food as I mentioned earlier regarding the concept of 
consumption can be experienced on the street rather than a fine restaurant, but that does not 
make the food any less good based on its location. Comparatively, the location of art does not 
make it any less interesting. As the viewer, if you are mindful of the space outside the contained 
window, that being the gallery, the frame, or the vitrine itself, the space becomes an afterthought 
to the work. 
                                               
28 Derrida, Jacques. 
29 O’Doherty, Brian 
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EXHIBITION 
 
Figure 18, Courtney Ryan, Gallery Installation of Irrational Aggregates, Contemporary Gallery, 
Georgia Southern University, February 2018 
Irrational Aggregates allows the gallery space and the artwork housed inside to meet at a 
crossroads through the incorporation of unconventional display methods and unique sculptures 
(Figure 18). Looking back to Derrida’s writings on the parergon and ergon, the situation that is 
generated by the viewers’ lack of noticing the vitrine or the surrounding space, reestablishes it’s 
ironic function within the typical gallery setting. The traditional vitrine provides not only a 
physical protection to its contents, but also a conceptual border to the powerful notions of 
O’Doherty discussed earlier. Essentially, the audience cannot perceive the concept of the vitrine 
without first questioning the larger context of the domestic space I have presented within the 
gallery (Figure 19). 
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Figure 19, Courtney Ryan, Gallery Installation of Irrational Aggregates, Contemporary Gallery, 
Georgia Southern University, February 2018 
Establishing limits and finding the edge or end to an experience within nature or a 
composition has always been an indicative problem of artistic methods such as painting or 
photography. What I mean is that the ability to crop a landscape in nature is extremely difficult 
for a painter or photographer to accomplish successfully. An artist’s choice as to what imagery to 
include and exclude can make or break a work of art. More particularly however, since the edge 
of a three-dimensional work both composes and decomposes the whole incessantly, finding 
where the clay sculpture begins and ends can be just as difficult. This beginning and end of a 
sculpture expands beyond the physical objectness of the work in question, it also included its 
presence within the space and its relationship to surrounding works. 
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Figure 20, Courtney Ryan, Gallery Installation of Irrational Aggregates, Contemporary Gallery, 
Georgia Southern University, February 2018 
Within Irrational Aggregates, all the works, including the display methods relate to one 
another (Figure 20). They are linked by recurring formal concerns as well as specific subject 
matter, despite their sometimes inconsistent or relatable imagery. This allows for the technical 
‘end’ of the works to be established at the juncture of the architectural displays and stands, and 
the physical spaces between them as housed within the larger gallery setting (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21, Courtney Ryan, Gallery Installation of Irrational Aggregates, Contemporary Gallery, 
Georgia Southern University, February 2018 
 That being said, reiterating what Derrida suggests that the frame exists in a separate 
realm from the work in question because in comparison to the wall, the frame is part of the 
painting (wall=parergon/painting and frame=ergon), while in comparison to the painting the 
frame is part of the wall (painting=ergon/wall and frame=parergon)30. The same could 
technically be said for the work in Irrational Aggregates, in that the stands and shelves are both 
part of and not part of the ceramic sculptures being displayed. I intended the work and the 
                                               
30 Derrida, Jacques. 
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display to function as a unit, playing off the wood grains, matte black finishes, and intimate 
spacing’s of the shelves and stands within the gallery setting (Figure 22). 
 
Figure 22, Courtney Ryan, Gallery Installation of Irrational Aggregates, Contemporary Gallery, 
Georgia Southern University, February 2018 
 Ceramic artist Linda Lopez also influenced my research and studio practice much like 
Haim Steinbach in terms of shelving and display designs and functions in her recent 2014 
exhibition Domestic Abstraction and the 2017 Art Basel fair in Miami31. Her use of a ‘faux-
frame’ around her sculptures to place them into a domestic-like setting generated dialogue about 
her ceramic representations of dust-bunnies and cleaning mop-heads in contrast to the simple 
wooden displays (Figure 23)32. Lopez uses “the shelves and stands as framing mechanisms for 
sculptural tableaus depicting quiet moments of everyday domesticity”.33 The so-called framed 
spaced is not only the entire gallery setting of Irrational Aggregates, but also the spaces between 
                                               
31 “Words.” 
32 “The Abstract Domestic: Linda Lopez Sculptures.” 
33 Silbert, Susie J. 
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the work in relation to one another and the audience that visually interacts with them. The broad 
idea of the vitrine, which can camouflage itself in a number of ways, could be considered in our 
present consumer-saturated environments as personalized and tailor-made commercial packaging 
and advertisements seen on a day to day basis. No longer looking outward into the natural world 
for our own needs and wants, society can collect objects from inside their personal vitrine-like 
settings through clicks and swipes34. 
 
Figure 23, Linda Lopez, The Abstract Domestic, Ceramic on Wood, 2017 
 
Typically, a home owner’s personality is displayed by the objects they collect and 
display. This personality is often apparent to outsider viewers who can understand the object’s 
history and confer meaning from them regarding the owner as reference.  Irrational Aggregates 
can be viewed through the writing of Guy Debord in his 1967 book Society of the Spectacle in 
that: 
                                               
34 O'Connor, Maureen. 
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every object is also a network in a consumer society. It is the physical manifestation of 
 an entire network which is in conflict with other networks [all the time.] Each individual 
 commodity fights for itself, it cannot acknowledge the others, and aspires to impose its 
 presence everywhere as though it were alone. So, it [was] with particular commodities, 
 which wear themselves out, the commodity as an abstract form continues on its way to 
 absolute self-realization. (Paragraph #65)35 
Each sculpture fights for itself in the exhibition space of Irrational Aggregates, while the whole 
collective might be an abstract commodity looking towards singularity in nature, or universality 
in the commercial and domestic sphere. To quote David Joselit, “what matters is how 
commodities exist in a range of complex relationships into which each artist or anyone can 
intervene.”36 
 
Figure 24, Courtney Ryan, Gallery Installation of Four, But Not Three in Irrational Aggregates, 
Contemporary Gallery, Georgia Southern University, February 2018 
                                               
35 Debord, Guy. 
36 Joselit, David. 
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In order to create a sense of domesticity and belonging, it is my intention through 
Irrational Aggregates to foster a dialogue between the sculptures and the displays used, in terms 
of their similarities and differences concerning the natural and the consumer-based environments 
they have metaphorically grown from (Figure 24). The set of interactions and relationships by 
which the works can be judged, as set out by Joselit in his essay the Making of the Many—
rhetorically, semantically, rhythmically, formally, and inter-objectively—allow for the 
relationships then to be more important than the physical objects themselves37. These 
relationships bring to mind the epoch-shift of our consumer-based society and the versatile 
potential of the materials we surround ourselves with. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
37 Ibid. 
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RELECTION 
Over the course of my graduate program within the Betty Foy Sanders Department of Art 
at Georgia Southern University, I have learned how to be an artist in the professional world, the 
gallery, and the classroom. Throughout my studies I have exceedingly increased my skillset and 
knowledge base regarding contemporary art theories and criticisms while engaging in the public 
art world at home and abroad. My greatest successes are those that I achieved through the help 
of my highly experienced and eagerly helpful professors, mentors, and friends. 
While at Southern I had the opportunity to travel abroad on numerous occasions to take 
part in events such as the Venice Biennale, the 100th anniversary of the Easter Rising in Ireland, 
and Documenta in Germany. I also had the opportunity to travel stateside to Miami for Art Basel, 
Los Angeles and New York City for the College Art Conference, and many other cities around 
the United States for exhibitions, conferences, and lectures. These events outside the classroom 
highly influenced my choices in creating my final thesis exhibition, Irrational Aggregates. 
Knowing what other artists in the world were doing helped me gain a better understanding of 
how I wanted my exhibition to take place, as well as what contemporary topics I wanted to touch 
on, such as domesticity and consumption. 
After graduation, I plan on moving forward with my career goal of becoming a 
professional artist and educator. Through teaching I hope to apply the philosophies and theories I 
have gained while here at Georgia Southern University to my future classroom, and help develop 
the minds and abilities of future artists. Irrational Aggregates was a success for multiple reasons, 
but primarily I believe it is because over the last three years I have found joy in myself, while in 
turn finding a purpose and fulfillment beyond myself through teaching others. 
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APPENDIX 
G2805 Matte Glaze Cone 04-6 OX/RD 
Frit 3134 44 
Dolomite 8 
Kaolin 12 
Whiting 8 
Silica 28 
  
Robins White Cone 6 OX/RD 
Nepheline Syenite 48 
Silica 25 
Whiting 18 
Zinc 8 
EPK Kaolin 8 
Tin Oxide (colorant) 4 
  
Best White Cone 6 OX/RD 
Frit 3124 75 
Grolleg 25 
Zircopax 10 
  
Commercial Stain Glaze Cone 6 OX/RD 
Stain colorant 30 
Grolleg Kaolin 30 
Frit 3124 30 
  
Porcelain Test: Por 3 Cone 9 OX/RD 
China Clay 51 
Feldspar 28 
Silica 16 
Ball Clay OM4 6 
  
Porcelain Test: Go Team Cone 6-9 OX/RD 
China Clay 50 
Potash feldspar 25 
Silica 25 
Bentonite 2 
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Dunking Clay Body Cone 6 OX/RD 
5 gallon bucket reclaim  
Silica 6lbs 
Alumina Hydrate 6lbs 
Hawthorn Bond 6lbs 
Red Art 2.5lbs 
Bentonite 0.5handful 
Epsom Salt 4 tbsp. 
Blend with Warm Water  
Optional: add another 6lbs Alumina 
Hydrate  
  
Magic Water: H2O Liquefy Measure: 
Start with 1 Gallon of Water  
Sodium Silicate 3tsp 
Soda Ash 5 grams 
(Dissolve in Warm Water)  
  
Glossy Base- Clear Cone 6 OX/RD 
G-200 Custer 20 
Frit 3134 20 
EPK 20 
Silica 20 
wollastonite  20 
For white: Zircopax 12% 
  
Black Tar Glaze Cone 3 OX/RD 
Frit 373 90 
Grolleg 10 
Black Stain 6690 10 
Cobalt 0.03 grams 
  
Kiln Wash 60/40 mix 
Alumina Hydrate 60 
Kaolin (EPK, Calcined Kaolin) 40 
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Alberta Slip Cone 6 OX/RD 
Alberta Clay 80 
Frit 3134 20 
Rutile 5 
  
Waterfall Brown Cone 6 OX/RD 
Frit 3134 33.5 
Frit 3195 26 
Silica 23.5 
OM4 Ball 17 
Red Iron Oxide 12.5 
Rutile 0.6 
  
Honey Amber Cone 6 OX/RD 
Dolomite 20 
Frit 3134 20 
Silica 20 
Spodumene 20 
Ball Clay 20 
Red Iron Oxide 5 
Manganese Dioxide 3 
  
Cake Icing Formula Cone 6-9 OX/RD 
Soaked clay (base formula) 17.5lbs in water 
Whiting 3lbs 
EPK Kaolin/Grolleg 6lbs 
Custer feldspar 4lbs 
Silica/Flint 4lbs 
  
Gold Luster by Colorobbia 
(Italian Ceramic Glaze Company)  
Approx. 23KT finish, fires Cone 019-018  
Fire to Cone 019, let cool completely  
  
Decal Firing Cone 018-016 OX/RD 
Clean and prep a dry surface for firing  
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Chartreuse Green Cone 6-9 OX/RD 
Nepheline Syenite  24 
Barium Carb 24 
Lithium Carb 10 
Whiting 3 
China Clay 6 
Flint 31 
Chromium Oxide 0.3 
  
Chartreuse Moss Cone 06-04 OX/RD 
Lithium Carb 80 
Flint 15 
Gerstley Borate 5 
(Frit 3124 substitute)  
Tin Oxide 7 
Chrome Oxide 3 
  
Black Slip Cone 6 OX/RD 
Ball Clay 35 
Barnard Clay 45 
Feldspar 10 
Silica 10 
  
Johns Beads Cone 6 OX/RD 
Nepheline Syenite 75 
Magnesium Carbonate 20 
Ball Clay 3 
Zinc Oxide 2 
  
GA-20 (Georgia Twenty) Cone 6 OX/RD 
Frit 3134 27 
Custer Feldspar 22.3 
Silica 22.3 
Whiting 11.8 
EPK 9.9 
Dolomite 3.6 
Bentonite 3.1 
Rutile 2 
Cobalt Carbonite 1 
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Purple Haze Cone 6 OX/RD 
Silica 20 
Whiting 20 
Nepheline Syenite  18 
OM4 Ball 18 
Frit 3134 14 
Tin Oxide 3.75 
Cobalt Carb 0.6 
Chrome Ox 0.2 
  
Opal Blue Cone 6 OX/RD 
Frit 3134 50 
China Clay 25 
Silica 25 
Rutile 4 
Cobalt Oxide 1 
  
Iris Matte Purple Cone 6 OX/RD 
Custer Feldspar 37 
Frit 3124 13 
Dolomite 6.5 
Talc 14 
EPK Kaolin 4.5 
Flint/Silica 23 
Zinc Oxide 2.7 
Cobalt Carb 2 
(3.5 cobalt makes a darker purple)  
  
Nancy Pink Icing Cone 6 OX/RD 
Barium Carb 4 
Frit 3124 13 
Lithium Carb 22 
Magnesium Carb 6 
Whiting 25 
Nepheline Syenite 47 
Flint 83 
Tin Oxide 6 
Powdered Rutile 7.2 
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Clay Formula Cone 6 OX/RD 
2 Gallons Reclaim  
Hawthorn Bond 10lbs 
Gold art 10lbs 
OM4 Ball 10lbs 
Custer feldspar 6lbs 
or  
Minspar 6lbs 
Bentonite (Wet mix) Full Handful 
  
White Casting Mix Cone 6 OX/RD 
Ball Clay 50 
Talc 20 
EPK Kaolin 30 
Sodium Silica 0.03 
(AKA water-glass/Darvon)  
  
Less Shrink Casting Mix Cone 6 OX/RD 
Ball Clay 30 
Talc 20 
Calcined Kaolin Glowmax 50 
Sodium Silica 0.03 
  
Wrights Water Blue Cone 1-6 OX/RD 
Lithium Carb 3 
Strontium Carb 9 
Frit 3110 59 
Edgar Plastic Kaolin 12 
Flint 17 
Bentonite 2 
Copper Carb 5 
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High Grog Clay Mix Cone 6 OX/RD 
2 Gallons Reclaim  
Tile 6 15lbs 
Gold art 15lbs 
Tenn. #10 Ball 15lbs 
Custer feldspar 12lbs 
or  
Minspar 12lbs 
Bentonite full handful 
Grog Optional amount 
  
Wally's Wonder slip Cone 5-9 OX/RD 
Custer feldspar 26 
Whiting 1 
Gold art 21 
Tenn. #10 10 
EPK Kaolin 12 
Flint/Silica 30 
Sodium Silicate 0.015 
Soda Ash 0.015 
(or premixed Magic Water) 0.03 to the whole 10gal bucket 
  
Crater Cone 08-04 OX/RD 
Frit 3134 52 
EPK 11 
Silica 37 
Silicon Carbide 1 
  
Lichen Cone 06 OX/RD 
Borax 24.7 
Lithium Carb 9.3 
Magnesium Carb 39.2 
Frit 3124 3.1 
Nepheline Syenite  23.7 
Copper Carb 5.2 
Bentonite 3.1 
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Salt Kiln Wadding Salt Mix 
Reclaim 6lbs 
Alumina Hydrate 200 grams 
Saw Dust 20mesh screen, very fine 
 
